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Has Christmas Come Early? 

Here at BetFan it would appear so! We have a very special present for you - we're 
busy wrapping it up for you right now and you'll receive it on Monday.


We can't go into too much detail (that would spoil the surprise and anyway, we're 
sworn to secrecy) but I can say that it's a ratings service but one that's totally different 
from the rest.


You see...


It's a ratings service that is blindly profitable to level stakes!


No other ratings system can claim that.


Using these ratings, had you backed every top rated horse in every race in 2016 you 
would have ended up with a 13.77% profit on investment to level stakes to ISP!


Now, you'd have to have been mad to do that so it comes with 5 free systems that, 
between them, have (over the last 2 years) produced an average of 3 races a day with 
a 35% strike rate and a 35% profit on stakes.


But let me tell you a bit more...


I've been taking a look at the results spreadsheet and have picked up a few points...


Blindly backing the top rated horse (over a 2 year period) in every All Weather Amateur 
race has shown a strike rate of 34.62% and a profit on stakes of 142.04%!


Blindly backing the top rated horse (over a 2 year period) in every All Weather Seller 
race has shown a strike rate of 41.46% and a profit on stakes of 56.76%!


Blindly backing the top rated horse (over a 2 year period) in every NH Flat (Bumper) 
race has shown a strike rate of 32.93% and a profit on stakes of 43.56%!


And that's to level stakes to ISP.


I could go on and on but it gets even better!


BetFan have persuaded the creator of the ratings to come up with a special system 
(in addition to the 5 free systems) just for us. This system produces a couple of bets a 
day and, historically, has produced a 50% strike rate with a 69% profit on investment.
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The ratings come out well before 6am every day so there's plenty of time for you to 
use them and get on the good prices. BetFan have known the creator of these ratings 
for 4 years now and he's one of the good guys.


We have negotiated a special, exclusive trial of these new ratings (you'll be the first in 
the world to see and use them) and have persuaded the creator of the ratings to take 
a week off work in order to be available to respond to any queries you might have.


How can you use these ratings?  


Well, we've come up with a few ways...


1 - Filter out the non-contenders. With these ratings in 2016 50% of all winners came 
from the top three rated horses. And that was for all field sizes; imagine if you have a 
17 horse handicap race and know that you can reduce it into a three horse race by 
just looking at the three real contenders.


2 - Validate your tipster's tips. If you subscribe to a tipping service you don't actually 
have to back all of the tips you receive. 


After all, it's your own money. You might want to check those tips against some 
ratings and only put your sixpence on if the horse is top three rated. You might even 
find it profitable to increase your stakes and risk a shilling if the horse is top rated. In 
this way, ratings are a kind of safety check.


3 - Validate your own choices. Whatever system or strategy that you use to identify 
horses to back (or lay) then you can validate those selections by checking them 
against the ratings.


4 - Create your own systems. If the ratings agency that you use allows you to 
download a spreadsheet of all historical results (not all of them do but, obviously, 
these ratings do) and if you're a bit handy with Excel (or some other spreadsheet) then 
you can use a Pivot Table to Slice and Dice the data to show profitable strategies.


5 - Find which races to avoid. If, for a certain race, the ratings for the top three rated 
horses are very close together then I would swerve that race. Or maybe Dutch the top 
three rated horses.


Anyway, sorry that we can't say any more at this point (we really are sworn to secrecy) 
but watch out for your free access introduction on Monday morning.


Everyone at BetFan are very excited about this and we can't wait to share it with you 
on Monday. 
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Simon Holden Racing Club - By Simon Holden 

There is surely no finer sight in racing than horses streaming over the National fences 
and today for one of only two days of the year we get to witness it in the Becher 
Chase. This has become a Grand National trial but also a great race in its own right 
and at 1.30 16 go to post to try their luck.


Among them is last years winner and VIEUX LION ROUGE and this bold jumper can 
make it 2 in a row and win it again. A best priced 8/1 with BetBright he was seen 
reappearing in the Charlie Hall where he turned up not exactly as fit as a flea. This 
was clearly a warm up for today and he ran ok before fading. He has to turn the form 
round with BLACKLION who beat him that day in what is not being called the battle of 
the Lions.


With his extra fitness and the fact he absolutely loves it round here he can turn that 
form round and I am having a win bet at 8/1. Tom Scu takes the ride and he rides this 
place as well as anybody and the softer the ground the better.


We have three other big gambles today and you can still get involved so join me at 
Aintree and Sandown.


CLICK HERE To Join Me For Just £9.99 For The Next 28 Days! 
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Your FREE Saturday Video Tip is now available. 

Back This Horse (CLICK HERE) To Win At Sandown Today 

Blaklion And Fox Norton Can Win Key Trials - By Rick Elliott


Blaklion looked the most likely winner of the Grand National during this year’s race but 
faded over the closing stages to finish fourth. The horse is back at Aintree for the 
Becher Chase which he can win and then go three better in the steeplechase that 
matters most next spring.  Blaklion is trained by Nigel Twiston-Davies who trained the 
winner of the National in 1998 (Earth Summit) and 2002 (Bindaree).


In the absence of Douvan Fox Norton is the odds-on favourite to win the Tingle Creek 
Chase at Sandown. This is a Grade 1 contest over just under two miles and often 
identifies one of the best chasers at around two miles. Fox Norton has by far the best 
form in a small field and can put down a marker for the Champion Chase at the 
Cheltenham Festival next March by winning at Sandown with something in hand.    


Twiston-Davies believes Blaklion is the horse to beat in the Becher Chase which has 
attracted 16 runners. It is a handicap so bookmakers will settle each-way bets at one 
quarter the odds for the first four places but some may offer a fifth place leading up to 
the race. Blaklion is a relatively short price for this type of race but the trainer is 
confident the horse can deliver. He said in the Racing Post this week:


“Blaklion’s form at Wetherby (when second behind Bristol De Mai) looks good and 
with a clear run on Saturday I’ll be very excited. The handicapper hasn’t been too 
hard on him and everything looks perfect. He’s a worthy favourite”.


Trainers don’t always make good tipsters but you can’t ask for a better endorsement 
of Blaklion’s credentials for this National trial. The horse went too soon this year and 
didn’t quite stay the trip. One For Arthur stayed on doggedly but Blaklion could 
reverse the placings in April if held up a bit longer. Three horses have won the Becher 
Chase and Grand National and Blaklion can embark on becoming the fourth this 
weekend over three miles and two furlongs at Aintree.   

 

Fox Norton is the best horse in the Tingle Creek Chase but the race has been 
devalued because Douvan and Un De Sceaux are not taking part. The Willie Mullins 
trained horses are not making the journey from Ireland and this looks like a penalty 
kick for Fox Norton. The horse was second behind Special Tiara at the Festival but 
then won impressively at the other spring festivals at Aintree and Punchestown. Fox 
Norton has plenty in hand on ratings and cannot be opposed.


For various reasons the Mullins horses won’t be in opposition. The trainer was not 
happy with Douvan after a piece of work this week and Un De Sceaux will take up an 
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alternative engagement in Ireland. Charbel is an interesting runner in Fox Norton’s 
race. The horse was going as well as Altior when falling two out in the Arkle Chase at 
Cheltenham. Altior won the race which suggests Charbel showed sharp form despite 
not completing the race. However, Fox Norton looks a good thing. 


The two feature races this Saturday are key trials for huge races in the spring. It could 
be a case of both winners in Blaklion and Fox Norton winning the dress rehearsal and 
the main event because they are leading contenders for the 2018 Grand National and 
Champion Chase. Saturday will be informative in the context of bigger races to come. 


Blues Can Beat The Hammers Today - By Rick Elliott


It's derby day in the north west of England tomorrow but derby day in London today 
because Chelsea visit the London Stadium to play West Ham in the early live match. 
In Liverpool and Manchester there are huge fixtures this weekend that bring together 
local rivals and in London it’s the Hammers meeting at the Olympic Stadium with the 
Blues. The Reds are fancied to come out on top in both derbies on Saturday but 
today the winners of the match will be wearing blue shirts.


West Ham have conceded more goals in the Premier League this season than any 
other team. There has been some improvement under David Moyes but they have not 
won a match with him in charge. Losing away at Manchester City by the odd goal in 
three is no disgrace but Chelsea could go to town against that dodgy back line. Joe 
Hart is beginning to show his age and may not play today. In any case the tip is 
CHELSEA to beat West Ham at with 1/2 with William Hill. 

  

Newcastle have won just one of their last 10 fixtures and Leicester are developing into 
a decent outfit. The golden season of 2015/16 will never be repeated but the Foxes 
can establish themselves in mid-table safety and after a poor start they are ninth in 
the Premier League. Leicester tend to make fast starts and have scored in the first 
half in all but one of their last eight matches. Newcastle need the points and can 
secure one as the DRAW is the most likely outcome on offer at 23/10 with Coral.


In racing the highlights are the Becher Chase at Aintree and Tingle Creek Chase at 
Sandown. Blaklion and Fox Norton are favourites and if running well would shorten in 
the betting for their major targets of the Grand National and Champion Chase.  
Connections would like to see a decent run and the horses returning safely but 
punters and favourite backers would be interested in wins and the DOUBLE on the 
two market leaders is over 5/1 with Ladbrokes.
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Declan’s Eye-Catchers - By Declan O’Donoghue


DISCORAMA (Paul Nolan) Totally unfancied - 50/1 to 66's - and tenderly ridden when 
finishing with a flourish to deny odds on jolly Blow By Blow at Punchestown. Could be 
anything and will certainly stay a lot further than that two miles, two furlongs trip.


DRACONIEN (Willie Mullins) This French import could hardly have made a more 
impressive Irish debut than in his Qualified Riders maiden hurdle victory at Clonmel. 
Won doing handstands and barely getting out off second gear. Patrick Mullins was 
delighted but not surprised as he'd been working really well at home. Will reappear 
just after Christmas. 


EARLY DOORS (Joseph O'Brien) Ran a cracker upped in grade in the Royal Bond 
when second to Mengli Khan. Clearly going the right way and could easily step up in 
trip.


ESPOIR D'ALLEN (Gavin Cromwell) Simply oozes class, the Grade 3 he won at 
Fairyhouse turned into a stroll in the park. Will be primed and ready to go again at 
Leopardstown at Christmas.


GAME OF WAR (Henry de Bromhead) The Gigginstown gelding had finished second 
to the brilliant but ill fated Fayonagh at Fairyhouse and yet was sent off a generous 
9/2 at Clonmel on Thursday. Made a nonsense of those odds with an easy and 
efficient victory and it should be onwards and upwards from here.


LIVELOVELAUGH (Willie Mullins) Jumped superbly on his first run over fences, 
probably needs three miles already. Bags of potential and at the right yard to fully 
exploit it.


SUPASUNDAE  (Jessica Harrington) This Coral Cup winner made a nice seasonal 
debut over a trip too short in the Hatton's Grace. Has a decent record at Cheltenham 
and looks Stayers Hurdle material - unless of course Apple's Jade takes that option 
too! 


CLICK HERE For Declan’s Irish Racing Service!  
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